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This Paper attempts to explore the building blocks of the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) and show their immediate relation to the neoclassical ‘more heat than light’ paradigm. By treating the investment and valuation aspects and consequences of MPT, it raises concerns over the self-fulfilment (performativity) of MPT. MPT regards socially-driven pricing processes occurring on capital markets as if those were sterling naturally occurring stochastic processes. Thus instead of substantive economic description it concentrates on their numerical representation and proceeds to provide normative implications from this one-sided view. While such research paradigm has a rightful degree of validity and (perhaps buoyed by its performativity effects) has proven itself fruitful in the context of liquid capital markets, past decades have witnessed its over-extension to other investment fields where its mechanistic-laden stats-intensive world-view is clearly inapplicable (particularly in respect of illiquid assets). This resulted in gross mispricings of such assets with direct ramifications to the recent financial crisis. While the abuse of MPT paradigm (e.g. evident in valuation dilemmas during the securitization era) can’t be directly laid at the door of the current toxic assets and mispricings debacle it is a much-overlooked contributant and the contention is made that MPT-based valuation and investment theory should not hold the monopoly over pricing processes in the markets other than immediate liquid capital markets (For example, it is not appropriate for valuing illiquid (private) business equity, finding enterprise (as opposed to liquid equity) value etc). Since many investment researchers are in the mode of thinking that MPT is the only available investment and valuation perspective, this Paper also briefly describes attempts to develop and institutionally implement other valuation paradigms stemming from neoclassical and Keynesian Economics. It urges their continuation and real world applications as a promising remedy against recent breakdown in capital pricing processes.

KEYWORDS
MPT, Finance, Economics, MPT, Investment analysis.

INTRODUCTION

In this age, which believes that there is a short cut to everything, the greatest lesson to be learned is that the most difficult way is, in the long run the easiest.”

Henry Miller

GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF MPT FRAMEWORK

Drawing inspiration from the pointers of the famous economic measurements policy pronouncement of recent times, delivered by Mr. Vladimir Putin, the Prime Minister of Russia, at the Davos World Economic Forum, this Paper analyzes the pre-analytical foundations and macro-economic impact of the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) tenets, on which much of the present Western investment theory and financial economics is erected. Our general inference is that while the former are tautological at their core and treat capital investment pricing processes as if those relate to an impersonal network of natural oscillators, the latter are perceivably dangerous in spite of the belief in the strong ‘performativity’ (self-fulfilment) of MPT (McKenzie, 2006). Performative the MPT may be, but this performativity comes it a cost: as year by year it only removes the universe of traded securities further away from the sustainable investment patterns which can only be grounded in a long-term commitment to socially-useful investment and in a long-term vision of the performance of real (non-financial) economy. Disregarding this, and with the wide application of MPT now the norm well beyond the initial universe of liquid securities for which it was originally conceived, the principal macroeconomic consequence of all that is to usher in real economic projects not on the merits of their social benefit but on clearly subordinate terms: this is the unavoidable corollary of computing their efficiency with reference to only the liquid security markets (just from them can we glean data needed for applying the MPT view). Thus, opaque social processes that go on the trading floor, accompanied by the huge scale of speculation and liquidity effects (Platini, Sapra & Shin (2008)), set the pace for the development of real economy and involve it into unnecessary competition with the whirlwind of ‘paper wealth’. Moreover, by focusing on the inherently short-term ‘single-period’ view and static solutions (as in CAPM model), MPT fosters or espouses the preference for short-term (and even ex-post!) anchoring of expectations. Since there is a fundamental mismatch between the long-term orientation of real investment projects within the productive economy and forceful short term drives within the universe of liquid securities, this effect of MPT is a very formidable and generally overlooked effect: namely, wide recognition of the MPT-based investment theory outside of the immediate province of stock trading activities explicitly presupposes the trust in securities markets as efficient regulators of all real economic activity. Therefore, the universal pricing (and feasibility analysis) linkage stretches unidirectionally from the universe of ‘paper wealth’ to the real economic undertakings, whereas the effects of this laissez-faire worldview have been widely explored in Keynesian economics, not least in the famed Chapter 12 of The General Theory written by J.M. Keynes himself. However, should not the linkage run in exactly the opposite direction: how effective and investment processes are to be made efficient for the general public? At long last the evidence gradually emerges that indiscriminate use of MPT can also be ‘counter-performative’. Indeed, the recent securitization debacle proves that pricing of illiquid assets can’t be done on the principles on which liquid securities are priced and invested into. That MPT fails to see the public and social dimension of the processes it describes and equates/confuses them with the bona fide natural stochastic processes can be posed as the major methodological shortcoming of this worldview. At this point some might object on the grounds that a mere critique of a theory works no purpose, that a theory is defeated not by playing the role of devil’s advocate, but by proposing a better and more useful theory, and, when no rigorous alternative theory is forthcoming, it is better to keep mum.

1 “These are colossal disproportions that have accumulated over the last few years. This primarily concerns disproportions between the scale of financial operations and the fundamental value of assets, as well as those between the increased burden on international loans and the sources of their collateral. … In effect, our proposal implies that the audit, accounting and ratings system reform must be based on a revision to the fundamental asset value concept. In other words, assessments of each individual business must be based on its ability to generate added value, rather than on subjective concepts. In our opinion, the economy of the future must become an economy of real values. How to achieve this is not so clear-cut.

2 From the Address of Vladimir Putin, Prime Minister of Russia, at the Davos Economic Forum (February, 2009)

3 And we hardly need to belabor his conclusion about the lack of “evidence from experience that the investment policy which is socially advantageous coincides with that which is most profitable.”
Except that there are serious academic alternatives, which may prove worthy for the investment analysis in the context of real productive economy (while confining MPT to work in the context of liquid securities markets, where it still seems to perform well). The reason they have been ignored in the past has much to do with the accidents of time, geography and language. Few serious economists of today, even if they are fluent in Russian, would consider it a reputable pastime to read anything that came from academics of the Soviet era. Fusty Marxists -- you would think! Well, not all of it; and we beg to reserve an exception from this sweeping indictment for economists associated with the school of ‘Mathematical economics,’ a label which attaches to research published in Economica and Mathematical methods (est. by the Russian Academy of Sciences in 1965) -- a periodical which was then boldly exploited for smuggling anti-Marxist ideas into general economic discourse. This school of thought was under development since 1950 and its scope of interests paralleled those which now go under the name of ‘investment theory’ and ‘assets pricing’ -- subjects whose serious exploration began with V. Novozhilov and L. Kantorovich, who are widely regarded as tutelary figures by proponents of the ‘Mathematical Economics’. Though the works of L. Kantorovich have enjoyed a substantial measure of recognition in their own time -- with the Nobel Prize in 1975 (jointly with T. Koopmans, whose insights into linear programming helped H. Markovitz shape MPT) -- the ‘Complex Technique’, practical rolling-out of these proposals stalled and never reached the stage of approval by the community of business decision-makers on the ground whose ingrained ‘socialist’ interests of doing things the way they are done militated against any investment efficiency considerations and threatened their status quo. This contrasts with belated but enthusiastic reception of MPT by the institutional investment industry in the U.S. after the mid-1970s, where profit-seeking motives were natural allies to any efficiency-based schemes promising either greater returns or cost-cutting (Bernstein, 1992).

But needless to say, given the prestige in which MPT is still held due to its past track record of efficiency, there are few signs of challenge to the global intellectual monopoly of MPT as yet.

Below follows a list of comments on specific jarring points and methodological non sequiturs which proponents of the ‘bigger turf’ investment theory wish to highlight within the MPT paradigm, without any intent of compromising the formal elegance or logical coherence of its edifice, and mostly confusing their comments to the irrelevance of its pre-analytical vision for the wider investment world connected with the real economy. (E. Neumann (2009))

Nay, one occasionally comes across attempts to marry the MPT paradigm with the ‘Mathematical Economists’ investment view. This is, of course, as realistic as trying to play bridge with the Muslim religion. (What is meat for the securities market is sometimes poisoning for the real economy, and vice versa). But nothing indicates that these paradigms cannot peacefully coexist side by side in normal times. To reiterate the point, MPT can exist as the viable investment paradigm within the confines of liquid securities markets. Yet, it also should leave the quarters of its counterpart’s methodology undisturbed and refrain itself from spilling over into the real economic activity fabric which its tenets are poorly equipped to handle. To draw the notional divide between the powers and paradigms of liquid securities markets and the same for illiquid real economic projects – seems to be a sound research perspective.

And then a mischief question arises: whose turf is bigger? I. Velez-Pereja (2008) reports that nearly 100% of all economic projects and entities in the world are not traded in any public securities markets. The exact proportion for the U.S. stands at 99.87%. So, why should those 99% of all economic activities take their cue from the paradigm entertained in the Muslim minority lead? Features of the liquid world that MPT paradigm describes (such as “sigmas”, “betas”, daily observed prices) are patent not the fixtures on their illiquid landscape.

A counter-object to this dualistic view for the investment theories is that it will create arbitrage opportunities between the worlds. Yes, it may have so. But in the present day instability context, in what direction? -- one is tempted to ask. Going public or going private? One hopes, though, that the arbitrage traffic will be in both directions. Diversity is the name of the game -- as MPT proponents are often known to think. So, in the current environment, denying diversity and snubbing alternative investment & valuation theories that may re-emerge in the preponderant world of illiquid real capital is hopefully not in their cards if they choose to play the game fairly.

Our bet is that, if these real-capital investment theories evolve, they will have more than passing resemblance to the Investment theory of the “Mathematical Economists”. But needless to say, given the prestige in which MPT is still held due to its past track record of efficiency, there are few signs of challenge to the global intellectual monopoly of MPT as yet.

ANALYSIS OF PARTICULAR ELEMENTS IN THE MPT FRAMEWORK

Below follows a list of comments on specific jarring points and methodological non sequiturs which proponents of the ‘bigger turf’ investment theory wish to highlight within the MPT paradigm, without any intent of compromising the formal elegance or logical coherence of its edifice, and mostly confusing their comments to the irrelevance of its pre-analytical vision for the wider investment world connected with the real economy:

RISK AND RETURN CONCEPTUALIZATIONS

As Mr. W. Buffet once observed, the conceptualization of investment risks as a second-moment of distribution (“sigmas”) is so ludicrous as to be largely removed from reality beyond the stock market (Galasuyk; 2007; Tzarichin, 2005). Indeed, if you make use of the first (expected returns) and the second (dispersion) moments of distribution, why not go whole hog and use the third and fourth moments as well? Is it because on paper and screen one can only fit two variables in two dimensions to produce beautiful doodles? Such doodles look convincing in the context of liquid securities markets with observed daily prices, but the further you go beyond this environment the greater the chance of discovery that such understanding of crucial variables misses the point. Risk is what can happen in the demand for production of real economic entities. And the extreme scenarios of what can happen (e.g. leading to the cessation of an entity or the going concern) are by far the largest contributors into the relevant picture of risk. The knowledge of “sigmas”, even if (in rare cases) available from a past distribution sample of traded quotations, conveys no such information4. And how can such formal statistical information adeivate a vision for the future?

There is some justice in thinking that portfolio optimization schemes a-la Markovitz is merely an exercise in mathematics based on the belief that price information and its distribution diagram is a ’sacred warehouse of vision’ (cf. technical chartists are no different in this) and conveys a real blueprint for the future, not noise.

However, social processes of capital accumulation can’t be made clearer and more secure by expressing them as random variables in a fashion after natural processes (The belief that the approach for studying natural and social processes should be one and the same is called ‘methodological monism’). For once, the reflexivity theory of G. Soros is methodologically spot-on in its critique (though Soros can’t be given credit for originating it; he is a mere vigorous exponent of similar views that existed long before him). It views such constricting research paradigm (MPT as, at best, an exercise in computerized tautology which merely

4 See his biography on http://www.geocities.com/econ_545not/kantorovich-lecture.html

5 This question is not novel. It was also posed in the works of Robert Silv (e.g. Private and public markets are no substitutes (2005), reprinted in the Voprouci Okon Quarterly (Q0, 2007) published by the Russian Society of Appraisers).

6 Because of the survivorship biases and self-reference within the statistical processes going on in the stock markets, statistical past is blind to what can really happen in the future. As to the ‘implied volatilities’ from the options trading side, these convey only the implications of supply and demand processes on the options markets: coupled with the premise that a particular options pricing formula is right (self-fulfilling, performative) (David McKenzie (2007)). This is another example of methodological self-referral within the universe of ‘paper wealth’ betraying the lack of theoretical interest to think strategically about the processes in productive economy and conceive risks in real (non-statistical) terms.
serves to impose an ideological straight-jacket of statistical, not substantive, inquiry into the processes of capital accumulation dynamics. Suggestively, some proponents of MPT (e.g. W. Sharpe in his Nobel lecture) should be given credit for clearly opining that investment schemes based on MPT are plain ‘normative’. One particular manifestation of this is that they impugn decision making variables (like expected returns) to an investment process based on considerations of some formal model (disregarding real [substantive] economic drivers of the investment process in question). Whether those then become self-fulfilled or not is another matter. The ultimate hedge to this problem is always that the end-result is a random variable.

On balance, such backward numerical –statistical orientation of MPT-style research and models has remarkable pro-cyclical qualities when it gets self-fulfilled. It results in a dangerous conflation of expectations and actual events. It then turns the intuition of what这种事情 gives the illusion of high returns in the future, and those, in turn, convey the hope of yet higher expectations for the more distant future. And as the market walks on these airy circles of mechanically formed hopes, past reality and future expectations feeding and amplifying on each other, the boom/bust process visibly sets off. In particular, the Capital Assets Pricing Model (CAPM) has a potential to pump-prime this process for high beta stocks, whose accidental statistical feature of having higher relative correlations with ‘the market’ makes them recommendable as good growth investments. And so they grow self-fulfilling on nothing more fundamental than a statistical quirk, if investors put enough trust in that model.

FINANCIALIZED STOCHASTIC ROOTS OF THE MPT PRICING MODELS (CAPITAL ASSETS PRICING MODELS –CAPM)

The development of MPT via CAPM-like models had, for example, an insidious practical import. To give a semblance of assurance about the sterling nature of their research, the developers of this paradigm confounded MPT-style research with the ‘positive economics’ and then propelled it into perennially high plateaus of real-life applications. W. Sharpe (1963) came up with a regression-based CAPM which tries to explain capital accumulation dynamics (rates of return) by mere correlation, not causation, with the general market index. At the heart such explanation is deeply circular and tautological (as admitted by Rubenstein, 2007): ‘explaining’ individual stock returns by the central lead of an index misses the broad picture that the index (in the first place) is nothing but an aggregation of individual stock returns’. Not being satisfied with such ‘explanation’ himself, W. Sharpe (1964) proposes a static-theoretical equilibrium based CAPM wherein the (normative) assumption about the fundamentalism and homogeneity of investor’s expectations was taken to be so ludicrous as to have led up the publication of his manuscript by the editors of The Journal of Finance for a while (Bernstein, 1992). On such ideal capital markets as are assumed in the work no trading activity will ever take place in the first place! That much can be said in favor of the positive, or descriptive, implications of this model8. The only vision of a capital market that the CAPM model (both in its regressor and theoretical embodiments) possesses is that of a self-contained inter-linked universe of stationary-stochastic random oscillators, which is how securities are conceptualized there. Not a word is said about the real economy on which this self-contained universe stands. For that reason, what seems to be expectation or prediction of the trends in separate streams of capital (stock prices) is in fact a veiled tautology. The rampant use of such models as CAPM or APT has the consequence that purveyors of statistical data inputs to these models acquire dishonestly unassailable control over real economic matters: ‘The effect of this view results in investors losing awareness that capital markets is a serious business, not casino-sphere: Expected returns come from labor applied to real and socially useful economic activity within the context of vibrant real (not paper) economy, not from assuming some abstract statistical risks. Expected (sustainable) returns from the game of ‘Snap and Musical chairs’ are essentially zero (and less than zero after the transaction costs are taken account of). After all is said, it is pity that the gamblers’ outlook has come to dominate the modern financial economics which, moreover, and by virtue of high esteem in which it is held, makes this outlook contagious for real investment processes in the wider economy lying beyond the oscillatory world of securities markets.

MISSION CREEP TO VALUATION OF REAL ASSETS

Another problem in the world of investment-financial valuation (IFV) arises from the marriage of convenience between the rates or return or CAPM and discounting models rooted in the original Williams’ Dividend Discounting Framework. It is said that such marriage experiments have come on stream due to attempts of one W. Fouse working with investment bank Wells Fargo in the 1970s (Bernstein, 1992). Subsequently, such technical approach to valuation of stocks and entities as was developed by him has become mainstream in the world of Investment financial valuation and its purity is now carefully policed in the majority of international consulting and accounting firms. But it is unclear how such an unwieldy marriage of opposites came to be seen viable in the first place. CAPM model is explicitly a single-period (i.e. short term) model of ideal equilibrium markets working under the assumption of homogeneity of expectations and similarity of holding strategies. It is rooted in the logic of speculative portfolio optimization such that its premises and results might seem reasonable only to diversified financial investors. DCF analysis, on the other hand, is explicitly a long-term analysis needed for those who assess the efficiency of real investment projects (businesses) over their entire lifetime. It regards businesses (projects) as real economic operating entities working to plan, not as random oscillators of returns. After all, long-term and short-term do not sit well together, as Keynes had ample opportunity to observe in his classical Chap. 12 of The General Theory which proves that short term ‘animal spirits’ of investors almost always bury long-term rationality under the fall-out from the game of ‘muscular chairs’. And adding further fuel to the fire, MPT goes a long way in making short-term references of taste ascendant within DCF valuation framework, as it arbitrarily projects the effect of this view results in investors losing awareness that capital markets is a serious business, not casino-sphere: Expected returns come from labor applied to real and socially useful economic activity within the context of vibrant real (not paper) economy, not from assuming some abstract statistical risks. Expected (sustainable) returns from the game of ‘Snap and Musical chairs’ are essentially zero (and less than zero after the transaction costs are taken account of). After all is said, it is pity that the gamblers’ outlook has come to dominate the modern financial economics which, moreover, and by virtue of high esteem in which it is held, makes this outlook contagious for real investment processes in the wider economy lying beyond the oscillatory world of securities markets.

8 The idea of circularity is also found to be a pervasive feature not only of MPT by also of other ‘modernist’ approaches to social sciences, see Quinn (2007). Its manifestation can be easily checked, as the empirical data can check, since there is no other way to arrive at the empirical data, we have been using. We see realized beta” (quoted in Bernstein, 2007, p. 172). – Ultimate sleight of hand for an answer, indeed.

9 Implications which no one, moreover, can check, since CAPM is empirically check-proof. As W. Sharpe avers: “We do not see expected returns ; we see realized returns. We don’t see ex ante measures of beta; we

10 The idea of circularity is also found to be a pervasive feature not only of MPT by also of other ‘modernist’ approaches to social sciences, see Quinn (2007).
on the remaining un-manipulated pockets or freedom there—struggle to unseat the ostensible ideology of ‘free markets’ supported in its practical applications by the loosening grip of the modern financial economics. It is a forceful demonstration of the power of ideas.11

THE EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS (EMH) (Bernstein, 2007), Chance variations, liquidity effects (fall-out from speculative centuries), plain noise masquerading as receipt of new information — all are here to daily throw their spanners into the works and investors only welcome them because they create profitable swings (trends, bubbles) in which the easy buck will be made. Thus, the business of sowing seeds to reap fruits from uncharitable nature (which is what the serious business of investment is all about) is temptingly superseded by the sweet poison of treacherous speculations. The figment of imagination that an empirical test is capable of vindicating the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) has also contributed to assure us of the efficiency of whatever liquid capital markets do. A dulling worldview, and too easy to believe. But the letter “H” is not there by chance in the ‘EMH’: ‘H’ hedges it, when you skate on the thin ice of this belief. Ideologically, the implications of EMH for the capital markets’ professional valuation (PV) mandate can hardly be more emasculating: values are becoming conceptually based on prices in both PV and Investment Financial Valuation (IFV) fraternities — until widely shared conviction emerges that bubble is no bubble. Essentially, the belief in EMH puts against the relevance of the roles played by the valuation professions (PV and IFV)12. It is also responsible for the poor institutional regulation of the PV and IFV professions and for treating their functions as ‘private business’, not as a ‘socially important infrastructure’. Left to no public control and having no sense of appreciation of their wider duty as defenders of public interest and macroeconomic stability, practitioners of such valuations (devoid of their true authority in the capital market pricing processes and having to depend on commercial contracts for livelihood) find it hard to buck against the price trend and proceed to swim with it: feeding recent prices into their statistical valuation models and consequently justifying values by prices, not basing values on prices. Such a tautologically ‘innocent’ valuation activity has brought about a deluge of mispricings with respect to complex derivatives (like credit default swaps- CDS), let alone estimations for non-traded assets. Understandably, taxpayers will pick up the tab for these mis-pricings to the tune of $800 bln. yearly -- for CDS alone (A. Murphy, 2008). This is what happens when MPT ideas are applied in expansive fashion beyond their home base and cloud vision of the professions. Indeed, the boundaries of what constitutes efficient markets have grown exceedingly blurred so that MPT is now deemed to be applicable to virtually all markets: even property markets; even markets where no trades have been known to take place for a long time (like valuation of private businesses, and of government held entities) are not exempt.

F. Black in his presidential address to the American Finance Association (1985) had this to say: “However, we might define an efficient market as one in which the markets: even property markets; even markets where no trades have been known to take place for a long time (like valuation of private businesses, and of government held entities) are not exempt. Even the MPT software. For the oscillators, then, it is fair to say: together they stand, together they fall. In other words, amplification of pro-cyclicality (boom/bust patterns) due to the liquidity effects follows a direct macro-economic consequence of wide practical application of the set of investing tools based on EMH & Tobin’s Separation Theorem (the same arguments about liquidity effects are expressed but with reference to the fair value accounting concept in Plantin, Sapra & Shin (2008)).

DEBT NEUTRALITY OF FINANCIAL POLICIES

Appreciating the fragility of EMH, we can then say the markets may not be wise; but at least they can be clever. Surely. That is what the no-arbitrage argument is all about—when it works. Modigliani and Miller (1958) were the first to draw attention to its importance and based on it proceeded to set out their views about irrelevance of capital structure for the value of a firm. A dazzling and impeccable piece of logic, and not without its lesson for debt-takers. For some obscure reasons, however, they backtracked on the attitude to their arguments in Modigliani and Miller (1963), where they introduced “a correction” now explicitly ignoring the benefits of debt-takers. As the tax shield considerations from debt have not been missing in their first paper (Modigliani and Miller (1958)), such a change of heart seems mysterious. However, what truly is myopic and mysterious in this otherwise beautifully written, mathematically and logically impeccable

---

11 Proponents of MPT often claim that following the falland of MPT on the pricing processes starting in U.S. in the 1970s, there is no evidence that public capital markets have become more volatile (Bernstein, (1992), [2007]). From this they draw inference from MPT being a good notable thing in myriad new ways benafiting the world. Doubtful this. But it does benefit institutional investors… so long as the game of ‘musical chairs’ continues and governments proceed in force to throw billions of dollars into whomically-priced chimerical assets and ‘outright wagers’ (as all currency derivatives exist at the date of the Russian default in 1998 have been stealthily wielded by one Russian judge, who in his binding ruling claimed that all derivatives — being essentially wagers — are outside of the legal protection, thus giving lease and release to many Russian banks and other financial institutions, especially the Russian central bank, under the rub of the new volatility, essentially the Russian central bank was simply ‘creating’ liquidity out of thin air simply by feeding recent prices into their statistical valuation models and consequently justifying values by prices, not basing values on prices. Such

12 The distinctions holding between the Professional Valuation (PV) and Investment Financial Valuation (IFV) professions and their mental perspectives see Michalk & Artemenkov (2007), Artemenkov & Milkiren (2008).
line of research is a sweeping kind of generalization with which various institutional practices of lending are subsumed under the name of ‘debt’ and ‘debt holding’. It is as if such debt holders share a unity of interests and claims – both between themselves and in relation to equity shareholders.

Holders of corporation debt may be widely dispersed and manifest themselves as holders of traded corporate bonds. On the other hand, such debt may come in the form of bank lending heavily concentrated in the hands of only one bank. On the ideal markets the difference may not matter, but suppose that a corporation becomes distressed so that the value of its assets exceeds the ongoing value of the firm – it is worth more dead than alive, that is. Supposing an appropriate covenant, it may then so happen that a heavily concentrated debt owner, like a banking institution, would reveal a preference to take over flesh from the company and engage in some assets-stripping, leaving its dead soul to equity holders. Dispersed bond holders, on the other hand, are more likely to be motivated to come to mutual agreement by revitalizing the ongoing operations of the entity and not winding up its business. Consequently, from the viewpoint of corporations, $100 mn. of debt principal held in the hands of 1000 bond holders can’t be placed on the same footing in terms of risk as the equal amount of debt owed to one debt-holder, much less on the same footing with the debt owed to an associated bank (i.e. one controlled by the borrower): different outcomes, different payoffs, different subdivision of payoffs. In this sense, interests of a particular small bond holder may harmonize with the interests of individual equity holders. There may even happen to be more antagonism within the group of debt holders then between a particular debt holder and an equity holder. The point is that separate interests within the debt structure are not naïvely aggregative, ditto between the groups. In the real world beyond liquid stock markets, each individual corporation, each individual investor, each individual bank, each individual creditor, unless one can time a market perfectly? Thus, capital markets’ function as an independent intermediator of savings ceased to be: one artery merged shields due to debt) that our attention should be directed.

Essentially, although trading in government bonds has a longer history in Britain, capital markets for corporate stock started to flourish following the necessity to raise large amounts of capital for canal building, railroad construction, etc. Raising these funds through the then conventional medium of regional banks was less convenient and more challenging given the huge amount of funds involved. Thus, corporate stock subscriptions took over as a popular form of funding and a viable network of capital providers alternative to the banks became a reality. Unlike banks, this was truly a network of dispersed contributors brought together at the central trading pit/broker that connected them with entities in need of funds. Also, unlike banks that have an ability to call back loans or contract their further supply of credit, such funding came in truly irrevocable form: stocks with declining prospects could be unloaded to another bidder without a bitter fight for the control or liquidation sale of underlying corporate collateral. Moreover, stock exchanges became conduits for quality funds: they acted as an intermediation mechanism transferring liquidity from savers to corporate borrowers. What was saved was lent, and no more. This comes in stark contrast with the banks that under the fractional reserve banking system have an ability to create the greater part of their loans out of thin air (as a double-entry on the line of research is a sweeping kind of generalization with which various institutional practices of lending are subsumed under the name of ‘debt’ and ‘debt holding’. It is as if such debt holders share a unity of interests and claims – both between themselves and in relation to equity shareholders.

Another finance model which promotes and lauds corporate dependence on debt without accounting for riskiness of its particular institutional forms if worst comes to worst (a riskiness which has nothing to do with the statistical risks) is an incomplete one. Indeed, as will be intimated shortly, it misses the whole point.

With the recent developments in the secondary markets, the latter become decoupled from fundamental processes going on in the corporations. Subsequent trading in their shares doesn’t benefit any private holders of corporation debt. Thus, capital markets’ function as an independent intermediary of savings ceased to be: one artery merged with another.

One of the reasons why people have been so much interested in the argument around corporation debt is that the very notion of the corporation and its modes of working involves an association with debt. The corporation is dominated by debt and thrives on debt. As a result, any change in the financial markets has an impact on the performance of the corporation. In this sense, the corporation is a very important player in the financial market and its performance is closely linked to the performance of the financial market.

The relevance of corporation debt to the capital markets is limited. The capital markets are primarily concerned with the valuation of securities. The valuation of securities is a complex process and involves many factors. The valuation of securities is not just a matter of the supply and demand for securities. The valuation of securities is also influenced by the expectations of investors. The expectations of investors are influenced by many factors. The expectations of investors are also influenced by the regulatory environment. The regulatory environment is also influenced by many factors. The regulatory environment is also influenced by the economic conditions.

The valuation of securities is a complex process and involves many factors. The valuation of securities is not just a matter of the supply and demand for securities. The valuation of securities is also influenced by the expectations of investors. The expectations of investors are influenced by many factors. The expectations of investors are also influenced by the regulatory environment. The regulatory environment is also influenced by many factors. The regulatory environment is also influenced by the economic conditions.

The valuation of securities is a complex process and involves many factors. The valuation of securities is not just a matter of the supply and demand for securities. The valuation of securities is also influenced by the expectations of investors. The expectations of investors are influenced by many factors. The expectations of investors are also influenced by the regulatory environment. The regulatory environment is also influenced by many factors. The regulatory environment is also influenced by the economic conditions.

The valuation of securities is a complex process and involves many factors. The valuation of securities is not just a matter of the supply and demand for securities. The valuation of securities is also influenced by the expectations of investors. The expectations of investors are influenced by many factors. The expectations of investors are also influenced by the regulatory environment. The regulatory environment is also influenced by many factors. The regulatory environment is also influenced by the economic conditions.

The valuation of securities is a complex process and involves many factors. The valuation of securities is not just a matter of the supply and demand for securities. The valuation of securities is also influenced by the expectations of investors. The expectations of investors are influenced by many factors. The expectations of investors are also influenced by the regulatory environment. The regulatory environment is also influenced by many factors. The regulatory environment is also influenced by the economic conditions.
One of the possible suggestions for bringing the secondary market in line with its orientation as an attractive fund-raising institution is that a part of the capital gain be redirected to its corporate source and accrue back to the issuer instead of being expropriated by governments. Although this measure may appear to be one-sided (no capital loss reimbursements from entities when their stocks go down) and as tending toward stock price inflation, it may be needed one day to transform national stock markets into a viable and alternative artery for long-term investment. For example, on par with the capital gains tax, it is possible to encourage long-term investment habits by managing the issuers’ levy on capital gains in such a way as to make it regressive in proportion to the length of the investment period (during which the stock was in the account of its seller) and even set it at zero after the lapse of a certain investment horizon. That way the interests of investors can co-exist with the interests of corporate issuers. In the zero-sum game that goes on in short-term on the secondary markets, the winners will be bound to share their pickings with the issuers. Moreover, the regressive levy will disadvantage short-term speculators vis-à-vis those players engaged in long-term strategic investment. The positive effects this measure will have on stock volatility may well offset the declining degrees of liquidity (demand from speculators) which can be envisioned as its likely side-effects. So the percentage of capital gains’ levy should be made variable for various stocks, setting which at its specific amount can be advocated as a new tool among the powers of national governments which they can deploy for micro-managing the economy and redirecting capital-gains-from-trading toward development of socially-important industrial sectors. This can serve as a vision for true alignment of speculative investment interests with productive interests harnessing the secondary stock market in the service of real economy.

**SOME LESSONS FROM THE PAST WHICH CAN BE FUTURE**

The MPT paradigm and modern financial economics based on it represent an empirical-based research paradigm which believes there is a sacred content in observed prices and that, for all practical purposes, prices are values. Therefore, the oscillatory processes observed for the prices are also ascribed a hidden meaning and message, with suggestion that those can be exploited to minimize risks. Such vision tallies poorly with what market participants themselves think about their activities. For example, one investment banker was quoted as saying: “Couple of your and our DCFs, good PR management and few nifty brokers with good leverage, and the price of the stock will be whatever we make it.” (In E. Neumann, (2009)). Presumably, he was speaking from his experience and understanding that securities market is a vast social process with conflicting commercial and institutional interests. The process which, as in any social structure, has leaders who call the music and ‘lower echelons’ who dance to it. Some facets of the historic outcome of this process can be depicted on a price graph (with, perhaps, an indicator of volumes below it). What if this depiction resembles a random-oscillation process? Will you, then, impute a sacred meaning to this picture and confuse it with the reality itself? Or, will you regard the idea that social reality behind the liquid capital markets processes can be meaningfully reduced to a two dimensional doodle as absurd?

From the attitude to this choice will depend one’s opinion about the meaningfulness of MPT as a market research and investment paradigm.

Be it mentioned that MPT, as an outgrowth of the neoclassical economic theory, is vulnerable to the same charge of methodological monism which is usually levied on economics research (in an attempt to treat real processes as if the latter were on the same footing with naturally occurring phenomena. The gain in ostensible ‘scientifiﬁc’ comes at a heavy cost of ignoring the role of human consciousness and social drivers. Thus, real drivers of processes are lost from sight, and only things with numerical representations are said to count toward formulating the problem. As a result, problems are formulated at second-hand, through their statistical representations and consequences. Moreover, the central problem of interest to MPT is how to secure the best returns possible (subject to controlling for losses), or whether an aspiration to beat the market pays off. So the MPT research paradigm becomes self-contained in its reference to the market to the point of tautology, while it also speaks in the language very appealing to its principal users: investors with their eyes turned toward the market. Its theoretical drive is to elude the consideration of real economy and underlying productive processes in their long-term orientation. At best, those are dismissed in ‘what is – is right’ fashion. Over the years, such ideological build of MPT has resulted in constructing investment superstructures (like derivatives, etc) over the existing buttresses of the capital market in an attempt to earn a bigger buck or hedge its earnings. Ultimately, a very baroque architecture developed over the bridge until few were able to trace it down to its foundations. Can the river of real economic life bear those buttresses and elaborate bridges built over it, or are they too much for it? Can the pricing of financial assets be done only with reference to its own stratosphere (the market), without due regard to the long-term interests of real economy on the ground and its development plans? If something is not sustainable, it is hard to sustain it even with public money infusions and bailouts, which only serve to delay the inevitable inundation by the river of truth.

In our estimation, the ‘performativity’ of MPT has done much for steering financial markets away from properly navigating the river of real economic life. The following words of J.M. Keynes (1936) ring even truer today, and MPT has done little to alleviate their sting, only to aggravate it: “Investment based on genuine long-term experience is so difficult today as to be scarcely practicable. He who attempts it must surely lead much more laborious days and run greater risks than he who tries to guess better than the crowd how the crowd will behave; and, given equal intelligence, he may make more disastrous mistakes. There is no clear evidence from experience that the investment policy which is socially advantageous coincides with that which is most proﬁtable. It needs more intelligence to defeat the forces of time and our ignorance of the future than to beat the gun.” (J.M. Keynes)

We also perceive that the greater part of the problems of MPT stems not so much from its outright irrelevance (indeed, in the narrow context of liquid stock market) as to be a very far from that beneficial move investors, from its overstretched application to areas of investment lying beyond the realm of liquid financial assets (Michaletz & Artmenkov (2007), Artmenkov & Mikher (2008)). What volatility, or “beta”, for land or an illiquid investment project? This and other types of artificial and far-fetched questions are often asked by researchers, as if illiquid assets can be priced on the same principles as liquid assets. So the impression left is that the ratioinacive templates of MPT hold the widest-possible monopoly as the only available ‘scientific’ investment & valuation research program. But, they have missed the point. As we have been able to conceive that the new potatoes needed cooking and boiling in the first place.

If something is not sustainable, it is hard to sustain it even with public money infusions and bailouts, which only serve to delay the inevitable inundation by the river of truth.

In our estimation, the ‘performativity’ of MPT has done much for steering financial markets away from properly navigating the river of real economic life. The following words of J.M. Keynes (1936) ring even truer today, and MPT has done little to alleviate their sting, only to aggravate it: “Investment based on genuine long-term experience is so difficult today as to be scarcely practicable. He who attempts it must surely lead much more laborious days and run greater risks than he who tries to guess better than the crowd how the crowd will behave; and, given equal intelligence, he may make more disastrous mistakes. There is no clear evidence from experience that the investment policy which is socially advantageous coincides with that which is most profitable. It needs more intelligence to defeat the forces of time and our ignorance of the future than to beat the gun.” (J.M. Keynes)

We also perceive that the greater part of the problems of MPT stems not so much from its outright irrelevance (indeed, in the narrow context of liquid stock market) as to be a very far from that beneficial move investors, from its overstretched application to areas of investment lying beyond the realm of liquid financial assets (Michaletz & Artmenkov (2007), Artmenkov & Mikher (2008)). What volatility, or “beta”, for land or an illiquid investment project? This and other types of artificial and far-fetched questions are often asked by researchers, as if illiquid assets can be priced on the same principles as liquid assets. So the impression left is that the ratioinacive templates of MPT hold the widest-possible monopoly as the only available ‘scientific’ investment & valuation research program.

However, we see that the musical chairs on liquid capital markets have stopped. In a sense, this self-referential, self-contained fancy-dance that was going on in investment & valuation research program. But, they have missed the point. As we have been able to conceive that the new potatoes needed cooking and boiling in the first place. 20

Further to the point, Modern Financial Economics does all to convince that the essence is equivalent for either financial markets and markets of real economic capital or even that they co-exist in the same mega-portfolio. A Keynesian would surely have pierced the absurdity of such claim – bearing in mind the Keynesian conceptual distinction between the rate of interest inherent in the capital markets and the rate represented by the marginal efficiency of capital in the markets of real economy. The importance of this distinction should not be lost on the corresponding plane of valuation drivers.

---

20 This consideration eluded them perhaps because they have been concentrated only on the wisdom of hot potato dropping before the music stopped.

21 For further to the point, Modern Financial Economics does all to convince that the essence is equivalent for either financial markets and markets of real economic capital or even that they co-exist in the same mega-portfolio. A Keynesian would surely have pierced the absurdity of such claim – bearing in mind the Keynesian conceptual distinction between the rate of interest inherent in the capital markets and the rate represented by the marginal efficiency of capital in the markets of real economy. The importance of this distinction should not be lost on the corresponding plane of valuation drivers.

---
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and inspiration behind a constellation of preeminent investment and valuation thinkers such as N. Fedorenko, A. Lurje, S. Shatalin, N. Petrakov, D. Lvov, B. Michalevski, V. Polterovich and S. Smolyak. Perhaps, casting a look at their investment theory works will help induce some new ideas for the guidance of investment and valuation practice.

An important theoretical novelty one is guaranteed to find in their approach is in aligning these issues of investment efficiency and valuation with the broad outlines of macroeconomic policy and development goals. Ideally, microeconomic investment advice would, then, harmonize in scope with the broader social picture and needs of economic development. Precisely because of this top-down view, such investment theory unlocks a capacity for integrative pricing & investment solutions across the universe of assets – both liquid securities and illiquid ‘chunky’ investments – with due heed given to sustainable long-term outlook. Thus, investment theory expands its vision and ceases to stand merely for an advice on how best to aggregate ‘natural’ stock-oscillators. Understandably, such a sea-change in investment theory, if it ever comes to fulfillment (which seems unlikely as yet), will have grand repercussions on the perception of the social functions of the valuation and investment professions, which even now, ostensibly, are considered as ‘public interest’ professions. Provided that these cues are taken, we hope that one day a Keynesian valuation theory and corresponding institutional practice will emerge as a full-fledged reality instead of mere vague desideratum, while the new classical MPT investment and valuation paradigm will diminish in its status to only its special case scaled down to agreeable proportions.
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